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CHAPTER I 
IHTRODTJCTIOH
The purpose of this paper is to make a study of square 
matrices and their manipulation in order to extend certain 
rules, definitions, and theorems of the calculus of scalar 
variables to functions of matrices. Unless otherwise stated, 
all matrices to be considered will be square.
Matrix theory is of particular importance to all the 
fields of applied mathematics since many involved problems 
can be stated simply and solved more easily by expressing 
them as matric functions. The topics discussed in this paper 
will, in general be those that are useful in mathematical sta­
tistics.
Certain algebraic considerations will be introduced 
and used to clarify other more complicated ideas as well as 
to prove certain theorems.
An understanding of the calculus of scalar variables, 
as well as, an understanding of the more elementary rules of 
matrix manipulation will be pre-supposed on the part of the 
reader*
Conventional notation will be used in most oases, 
however, the notation is listed below because it is especially 
important that it be understood by the reader.
-1-
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1. denotes a matrix of order n with elements
where r,e #
2# |A| denotes the determinant of the matrix A.
3. yj) will denote the sum of s x's and t y's multiplied
together in every possible way,
4, èf denotes the transpose of the matrix A,
6, denotes the inverse of the matrix A,
6, "A is an nxm matrix" means that the matrix A has n rows 
and m columns,
7, If A^, Ag, > A^ is a set of matrices, denotes 
the element In the rth row and sth column of the matrix 
Aj and we write
8, denotes the identity matrix of order n*
CHAPTKH II
ALGSBRâlC COHSI DERATIONS
In this chapter, we shall introduce certain algebraic 
forms and note their expression as natrioes.
Definition; If a funotion A(y,x) is linear and homo­
genous in the variables of two sets of n variables, y,x, it 
is called a bilinear form# Such a funotion has n coefficients 
and may be written;
A(y,x) - ♦ ai2%2 *
Let X be the column matrix, (x^, Xg,. ,  x^) and 
let y be the row matrix, (y^, y^,###, y^)# Then:
A(y,x) « y(a^g)x where (a^^) has order n.
If we let (Spg) » a, then;
A(y,x) • yax « x a y 
Definition: %hen the sets of variables in a bilinear
form are identical go that y * x , the bilinear form Is called 
a (quadratic form. The quadratic form is a homogenous function 
of the second degree*
The coefficient of x^x^, (i / j), is + a^i* ?:e 
note that this coefficient will oe unaltered if and are 
both changed to + &ji)" The quadratic form, then, is:
A(x,x) " X ax
where a is a symmetric matrix and x » (x^, x^,*.*, x^)*
-3-
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Consider the linear homogenous funotion of the na-
trices A A , ... , A ;
*P(â ^̂  A 2# I ^  ~ A j_ I 1 Ü j 1 ( if I • • • j n j
i»0
where is a scalar. From the properties of addition of 
matrices, then, ?( A^, A^, ... , ) is a matrix,
such that
n
a
'hus, if
Ai . A^,
1 ( A ) “ A +®̂ pÂ " + ••• +
Definition : If A is a matrix of order n and n is any
positive integer, is the product AAA ... A to m factors.
Definition:
Theorem ;
Theorem; (A®)^ « *= (A^) #
The two theorems above follow from the associative 
law of multiplication.
Definition ; Let A be a non-singe]vr matrix, so that
“1A exists. Then, the neg tive integral powers of A are de­
fined to be:
A-m ^
Thus, in the multiplication of matrices, the usuel 
laws of scalar algebra hold for integral exponents.
Definition ; If A is a trix such that;
mA - B
where B la a matrix, we may write;
3 ^ -  A
and we call A the root of B.
Definition; Let u be a matrix of order n and be
soalar constants, i « 0, 1, 2, m. Then,
P(u) “ p^n^ + p^n^"^ ♦ pgU^^B + ... + p^^n
^ Pm^n
Is called a polynomial of the matrix u.
The scalar polynomial of x corresponding to P(u) is
T>/ \ m m-1P(x) - PqX + p^x + ♦ Pm_iX * p„.
Matrices obey the associative law and are epmmntative with 
scalars. We have shown that powers of u are commutative 
with each other. Therefore, the multiplication and addition 
of matric polynomials is isomorphic to the multiplication 
and addition of the corresponding scalar polynomials* Thus, 
the identity in scalars,
P^(x)Pg(x) = P^(x) 
implies a corresponding matric identity,
Pl(u)Pgiu) s Pg(u) •
It follows, then, that, if a^, a^, ... , are the
roots of
P(x) «= 0,
P(%) • P q ( x  • a^)i S g )  ... (x - a^), 
and the corresponding matric polynomial may be written in 
the factorized form;
-6*
î̂ (u) * p (u*a I)(u*a I)(u*a I) {u*a I).0 1 2 o ITÎ
B^ample ; 
Let
Then :
ivxei
/3 1\ p
u « I I and suppose r(u) ■ 2u’' - lOu ♦ 123. 
\4 i j
13 4\ /3 1\ /I 0
P{u) « 2 ( ~ 10( + 12 I
16 5/ \4 1/ V 0 1
e -2 
^-8 12
In this case:
P(x) » 2x^ + 10% f 12 « 2(x - 2)(% • 3).
Hence .3 cP(u) = 2(u - 23){u - 31) « 2 ■ 4
8 -2'
•8 12̂
Theorem: Let P(u) he the polynomial:
P{u) * PqU^ + + Pm~i* *■
and let b be any constant* Then, bl-u Is a factor of 
P(b)I - P(u).
Proof: Let P{%) * t p_x^*^ + *•* + p •  0 1 m
Then, nj
P(b) - P(x) =)» p - x“~^)
The expression on the right is divisible by (b - %), go that ;
P{b) • P(x) * (b~x)8(b,%) 
where S{b,%) is a funotion of degree m^l in both % and b* By 
the discussion on the pro seed Ing page, it follows that :
P(b)I • P(u) « r{bX) - P{u) ** (bl - 
Lagrange's Interpolation Formula: Let a
- 7 *
be distinct arbitrary constants, then, if the de^-ree of ; (x ) 
does not exceed n-1, it is well known for scalar variables, 
tha 1 1
P(%) - T “ P(a_)sVr^a3 - x)
sifrlsg - a,r)
The above soalar identity leads to the corresponding 
matrix identity;
P(u) = ^  P(»ilsVr(asI - u)
7Jr*-^s - ar)
which holds good for all distinct provided that the de­
cree of f{u) does not exceed n - 1.
Ve now find it convenient to introduce the idea of 
a la mb d s• ’ ̂ trix.
Definition: Let f be nutrix such thpt:
f  r
where are rational functions of a scalar parameter#
The matrix f is then defined to be a /-matrix.
If h is the highest degree in }\ of any of the ele­
ments, f is said to be of degree H# fuch a matrix can evi­
dently be expanded in the form;
f * AgX- + + ... + Ap-l/b +
where Aq * "‘*1* matrices thot ere independent of
L ^-matrix is accordingly a polynomial in /with matrix 
coefficients#
Theorem; let f be a A-matrix nd let w be a square
matrix of the same order with elements independent of/#
Let :
f^(w) = + #.# + Ai.;,
so that
£*1\T*2
f(A) - f,(w) - S I  - w®"^7/U.
i*0
Then, f^(w) is the remainder when f{^  is divided on the left 
by ~ w* Similarly, fg(w) is the remainder when f(>>) is 
divided on the rl^ht by M  « w, where;
fg(w) c Aqw^ + A%w ^ f •«• + At/*
Proof ;
K-1^ #-4^
f{>) - f^(m) - - W' jAi
Bow ;
(Al)I.-i - Vl ' ^  ■ (AI - V
+ ... +
Hence 7Ü - w is a factor on the left of f(A) - and we
may therefore write:
f(^) - fi(w) ® (;̂ i - w)q( %) 
where Q(^) Is some matrix. Thus, fl(w) is the remainder
when f(>\) is divided on the left by M  * w.
':y a similar argument, it can easily be shown that,
when f{h) is divided on the right by >J - w, the remainder
is ;
fg{w) « AqW^ + ... + A>;j.
Definition; Let w be a matrix of order o end let 
, i « l,E,...,n, be the characteristic roots of w. Then, 
the m trix, f(^), where;
* (?̂ I -w)
Is called the characteristic matrix of w. If is the
,Q:
determinant :
« J/Qi - w1,
in called the characteristic function of w and « 0
is called the characteristic equation of w.
Theorem: let w be a matrix of order n such that the
characteristic roots are distinct. Then, any
positive integral power of w is expressible as a linear 
function of the first n • 1 powers of w.
Proof : By the Cay ley* Kami It on theorem, A(w) » 0,
but
wd(w) «  ̂+ #.* + a^I e 0
where i ® 1, 2, . n are constants.
Thus
Theorem; let P(w) be any polynomial of w. Then:
P(w) » ^  ̂ + ... +
where the coefficients k^ are scalars. This theorem follows
as a corollary to the preceeding theorem.
If /\ is a characteristic root of w. It follows that r
the corresponding scalar polynomial ? ( )  is reducible to :
*  - * h.-i*
Sylvester's Theorem: Let u be an nxn ratrix* If
the n characteristic roots or u are all distinct and P(u) 
is polynomial of u, then:
where A^ are the characteristic roots of u,r = 1, 2, n.
Proof: By the rreoeedlag theorem, ?(u) and. P(/\) are' r
reduoihle to the similar forms:
P(u) * ^ f ^
) = k ♦ k + ... + kr O r  1 r n-1
Î ow by Lagrange's Interpolation Formula, with>^ substitutedr
for a , ^
This formula may be used here since P(u) Is expressed as an 
equivalent polynomial of degree not exceeding n-1*
We note that the theorem is also valid if P(u) con­
tains negative Integral powers of u* ( u non-sin^nilar )
We shall find this theorem useful in the discussion 
of power series*
CRAPTICI III 
IN I.'ATRIGIIS
In this chapter, %e shall disoass a part of the 
ideas concerning; matrices and reserve a part of the dis* 
ousgion until we have defined a derivative*
Let Aq , A%, Ag, •*• be an infinite sequence of 
me trioes of the name order and let;
h ®= + A^+ • » •
be their sum* Then, from the discussion of the linear func­
tion of matrices in Chapter II, it follows that, if
P
isüQ
then,
P \
 ̂ ('i^o )
where = ^®^irs^*
Definition: If every element of $ converges to a
limit os p tends to infinity, then by:
S « l i r n  S
we shall mean the matrix of lirrdting elements and v;c shall 
gay that the infinite series is convergent. If B exists, 
then, by definition, the matric infinite series, ^  , con­
verges to S.
One of the most important oases is that in which the 
series is of the type:
-11-
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«p ■ g ,  V '
where . is a sa trix of order n and the coefficients k are ail 
scalar*
Definition : v̂e shall define a matric series of the
form
f̂ p - ^  koA* n»l
to be a power series of matrices* It follows from the dis­
cussion of P{u) that Sp is a matrix whose elements are scal­
ar power series*
Theorem: Let A be a matrix of order n and let U be
the greatest modulus of any of the elements of â* Then, a
sufficient condition for the convergence of;
S « Z Z
p»l ^
is that the corresponding scalar series in nil converges*
Proof; Let à ® 'Lo element of A exceeds TJ*
p oDo element of A exceeds since:
p n
A »(2I r » 1,2,...,».
S®1
Simil riy, it follows that no element of exceeds 
By induction, it follows, that no element of exceeds 
nP"^U". Thus, every element of S is dominated by the scal­
ar series;
k„ + k *.) + n k ♦ ...
V ± d o
« («21)^0 + !.( kQ + kn6  ̂ + •*.)
n n
where k^ is the modulus of the corresponding soalar coef­
ficients of the elements of s and 0 = nU*
Thus, the matricpower series;
"*lo“
will converge if
(n-1 )i£o ♦ likQ ♦ fcî  ♦ •••}
n n
converges.
Theorem: Let >y, r » 1,2,..,,n, be the ohsraoterin-
tio roots of a matrix u of order n where the roots are all
distinot# Then:
^  1S(u) * Z r  kĵ u ,
i«0
where k^ Is soalar, converges provided that all the corre­
sponding scalar aeries S a r e  convergent*
Proof: From our discussion in the chapter on alge­
bra of matrices, we note thet and polynomial, ?(u), can be
iexpressed as a function of the first n - 1  powers ii , Thus
from Sylvester's Theorem:
4 2_
S A u )  « zr kfu « Zt F Z
^ i«0 r=l  ̂ ^
where
Then
jpr^ ^
n
S(u) * limSp(u) * limp-» p-»oo p*! P
r«l
Since the existence of the limit on the ri; ht implies the 
existence of the limit on the left, this theorem is a corol­
lary to Sylvester a Theorem* v;e shall use this theorem in 
further discussion of power series of matrices*
-14-
Sxample:
/ *15 -.01
Let
25 .15
and let S(\i) « I + a + u" + + ...
‘hen f(?v) * / -.15 .01
.25 -.16 
and^(^) = - .5>-f .02
The characteristic roots are “ .1 and » *Z
'hen:
^  /'OS ^  /-.OS .Ol\
 ̂ 1.25 .05 J  ̂ V*S6 -.05 j
1
y-25 85
ÿgV 85 -1\ « S(u)
CiUPT.^H IV
BIFFBHEJ^ïTIATIOK
Definition; let A{t) be a mtrix whooe ele^^nts, 
a^g(t), are functions of a variable t. Then, the matrix 
A(t) Is called a mtrio function of t and may be denoted 
simply as A*
Definition; V*e define the derivative of the matrix 
with respect to the variable t, when such a derivative exists, 
to be;
dA _ 11m l(t+h) “ A(t) _ da*e
at h-X) " TT I F
where h Is a scalar and A(t+h) is the matrix whose elements
a (t+h) are functions of (t+h),rs
let :
A « (a ) and B » (b ). 
rs
We now consider the fundamental rules of this type of dif­
ferentiation*
Theorem; d(A+B) _ dA + dB
  d f ~  IT
Proof; A + B is a matrix with elements a + b ." rs rs
The theorem then follows from the definition of the derivative.
Theorem; When AB is defined, le. are of the same order,
i r  “ IT^
-15-
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nProof: AB - apybig)
â L E l  - " ;E; a a (t)t tt)
dt d¥ 1=1 i»l — — — —
” i«l + 1»!
and the theorem follows immediately. 
Theorem: dÂ  = fû.A\'
  IÏ  ld¥)
Then :
Proof: A^ is a matrix whose elements are a (t).— - sr
# '  ■ - ( I t ) '
Theorem ; When A is non-singnlar.
*1 *1 dA -A % .  ft 1
dt dr
Proof ;
- 1AA « I
d^” a)« A'^dA . d.. ' "A 
d%—  d? * 17
Therefore ;
“1 *1 *1 dA \  -A dA A
0 7  5 7
<n
P
heorem:
roof; Let A ® B in the theorem on the derivative of
product of two matrices.
Theorem: In general, when m is any positive integer,
«■-r
V m-1
-17-
This theorem follows from repeated application of the pre 
ceedlng theorem*
Theorem; Let A ■ r,s “............
Then:
a lA l*
1 ( t )
at
aip(t) *.
at a^glt) ».
4#nl(t)at
ayjg(t) ••
aii(t) d§i3(t) ..
dt
agi(t)
^nl(^^ 4§Qg( t ) .dt
^ # * # *
a^i ( t ) 
agi(t)
&12(t)
aggCt)
••* Bl(n-l)(t)
•*• %2(n-l)(t)
d V) ( t )
dt
dag„(t)
ani(t) ••* Bn(n-l)(t)
Proof:
2 2    In «111^21.,. •• a„i
I*-*-?» *
j* k* j"k
where 4 4 * 1 or -1 according ar; li.lp,.».,!* i11,I?»'*''1% ^
-le­
an even or an odd permutation of l,£,i5, .«, n.
“ dt i ailiazis-'-anlK
"  in ^lii* 211” ®ni„
“ f  ^  '"il.ig in *lil'''at^jlk''"^%ln
'Sach i t i u e r siinmetlon Is  ̂determinant of the type in the 
statement of the theorem*
We now define another type of matric differenti­
ation.
definition; net f ( A )  be a funotion of the matrix 
A and let 3 be a non-singular matrix, such that;
A3 « 3Â 
We define^df(A) to be;
dA
^df{A) » liffiJÎ(A + hj) - f { A ) J -1
dA h-K) h
where h is scalar*
In the following series of theorems, we ^hall, in
each case assume tne existence of^^(A) and,d^( A} *
dA ÛÀ
Theorem;
^df^A) f g(A)]e^dfiA) *
dA ' ' dA dA
Pro o f  I
A J
In  -------
• lim&(A ♦ h3) + ffXk + h:-i) - f(A) - "( ..if ^"1 
h-̂ O ' H ■ ~ ------------
-19-
* lim rf ( A + hB) - f ( A )7
h-*0 h
+/%( A + h:3 ) - g( A )/ 
------K-------
Theorem:
t&ÜlA)£ihlJ - f(A^É£il) *gaf(A)„( A).
ÊA dA dA
Proof; Let q(A) *» Then;
p 4sI a ) » lim ni(A ♦ hB) - q(A)7B*^ 
dA h - * ^ 0 --------E------ J
* 11® ff U  ♦ hB)^(A + h3) - t { A) gU\ ) J 3"! 
h^O h -----
« lim Lf{ A^hB)g{ A+h3)-f(A+h3)^( A)+f( A+h3)o.( A) 
h^o - H - -------
A )]a’̂
lim f(A t hB)fg(A + hB) - g(A)1 
h-X) — K
+ limTf {A + hB) - f(A)l t( a) 
h-*0^ h-----
-1
and
g dg(A) « f(A)^dg(A) +^df{A) g( A)
dA ol“ dA
slnoe-df^A) does not exl^t if lim f{ à ♦ hi) W f(A)*
dA h-K)
Theorem;
dA
Pro of Î
dA*̂  “ lim [(A + h3)^ - ̂il A h *0 n
h-H) 
m-1mA
-so­
it follows. In general, that
d&(AO*^ - njlf(A) )f(Aj}'‘"^
dA a A
where f(A) is a funotion of the matrix A.
Hote that the results In the preceedin^: theorems Lire 
independent of 3 except for the condition, ar = BA, where 
D is non-slnijular. Using the theorem on differentiation
of gums, it follows that,df{ A) is indeoendent of R for any
dA
polynomial* In the future, then* we shall, without loss of
generality, restrict ourselves to R » I when de^lluu with
a polynomial* Furthermore, with this an motivation, we
shall now adopt the following definition:
d f ( A 1 » tim f(A » hi) - f(a )* 
dA h“*U E"
CHAPTER 7 
PÜW^R SERIES
The power series to be considered In this chapter 
are those for exponential functions» sines» and cosines.
Definition : Let A be a matrix of order n. Then» 
the exponential function of A is defined to be;
I + A + + ... 4* 4- ...
YT n  nT
be note that this infinite series corresponds to
that for a scalar function. If A is the zero rretrix»
- I = e*°h
Def in It 1 on :
e"* I - A + i’E- à^+ ... * (-1 )”/>“♦ ...
JT Jr -Ti—
Theorem; The exponential series converges for all A.
Proof ; Cn application of the theorem on a sufficient
condition for convergence» it is seen th%t a dominant series
for each of the series which are the elements of é is the
series expansion of;
- nU n * 1 4 £_
n n k
where U is the greatest modulus in A. he know that e is
convergent for all k where k is a scalar. Thus, e ‘ con­
verges for all A.
Theorem; Let u be a motrlx of order n with distinct
- 2 1 -
-22-
oh^^aoterlstlG r o o t s 1 « 1 , 2 , and let S(u) be an 
infinite matrlo series snoh that ) is absolutely con verr­
ont. ?her. If t(u) is any rearrangement of S(u), 
lim tjĵ (u) » lim S^(u) « 3(u).
Proof: Let t(TSi) be any rearrangement of Let
tjjj(̂ i) be the sum of the first m terms of this rearrangement. 
It is well known for scalar series that: 
lim t ) * S(X ).
Thus, for matrio series:
n
lim t (u) * lim t (X, )z.rrr*<̂ ^ i«l m i i
n
“ % Z  S{X )z. « s(u),
1.1 1
where
JXP C>«3 ^
Let H(u) « ^  a u^ and ; (u ) » b^v where u and v 
1=0  ̂ i»0
are matrices of order n with distinct characteristic rootm,
^  ̂ and^^, respectively, i « 1,2, ...,n. Let u and v be cli
thit uv = vu and ) and are absolutely convergent.
Consider:
o
S(u,v) « a^bq + a^b^u + a^b^uv + a^b^v 4
s0 that :
It follows from the absolute oonverrenoe of and '(1)
- 23-
thïit the above series with u replaced by and v replaced 
by oonvergree absolutely* lenoe, we can rearrange the 
terms of S(u,v).
Theorem;
gA-fd g provided Ah ® BA.
Pro of : By multiplication of and e according to
the scheme used in the proceeding argument, rearranging terns, 
(1 + A + *•• )(l + B + B'"’ 4 «•* )
YT T T
= I + (a *9-3) +(A^ + 2AB + ?h')
2.i 81 IT
+ (A^ + 3A^B + 3 All" + 3*̂ ) • *
3/ 3! 3/ 3T
but, i + B is again an nxn matrix and b̂ r definition:
* % + ( A + B) + (a + 3)^ ♦ {a + B)3 +
— ÏÏ1  — 31-----
We note as a corollary, that, if u and v are poly­
nomials of A,
Theorem:
gAg-A at e^A^A sa I *
Proof : A and -A may be considered as polynomials in
A and the theorem follows from the proceeding one.
Lef in it ion: The rr̂ atrlc sine, sin A, where A is a
matrix of order n, is;
Sin A r A - 1 A'̂  + 1 A^ * «*•
Ji Ù!
heorem: Sin A converges for all A*
Proof : Application of the theorem on a sufficient
condition for convergence shows that a dominant o jûes for 
each of tne series which are elements of siini is?
-24-
n '  ~- 1 ^ 1 /nU - 1 (nU)^ + 1 (nU)^ - ...)
—  * n ( j  3\ 3! J
« P ~ 1 i sin(nU) 
n *  n
where U is the greatest nr,oduliift in A. We know that sin k 
is convergent for all k where k is a scalar# Thus, sin A 
converges for all A.
Definition : The matrlc cosine, cos A, is defined
to he :
cos A I - l A ^ + l  A^~ •••
Theorem: Cos A convenes for all A.
Proof ; By the theorem on a sufficient condition 
for convergence, a dominant series for every element of 
cos A is;
(nU)^ + 1 (nU)^ + ... )
~ 3 ~  *hI l! 1; /
= n " 1  ̂1 oos(nU)_ _  ♦ _
where U is the greatest modulus in A# It is well known that 
cos k converges for all scalar k# Thus, cos A converges for 
all A.
Theorem:
8 8 sin A + cos A = I.
Proof; By multiplication of the series expansion
of sin A according to the discussion and theorem in the first
part of the chapter, and by rearranging the terms of the
square:
sin^A *= A^ • 2A^ + 16A^ “ •••
r r  3TE!
By a similar argument:
-S5-
008*A * I - - 16A^ +
37 3^;
Theorem; Let t be a scalar variable and u be a 
matrix of constants* Then,
m
Pro of : From the proof of the coiiverrenoe of e"'\ it
XI tfollows that e Is absolutely? and uniformly convergent for
X3.all t# The series obtained by differientiation of e  ̂term
by term with respect to t is
u + u^t f u^t^+ ••* a ue^^
S!
But, this series is absolutely and uniformly converrent* 
thus, it represents the differential coefficient of 
Hence,
M
where D is the differential operator d -
M
By repeated application of the preceedir.y theorem,
_n ut ÏÏÏ ut ut m H e  « u e « e u .
Theorem; Let u be a matrix of order n and let
S « lim
where Sn is a matrio series in the matrix u. Then, in any 
case for which we can extend Sylvester^s Theorem, differen­
tiation of B term by term with respe ^ to u is justified* 
Proof : By Sylvester's Theorem,
s{u) (>.ji ~ u )
jir (
-26-
and
n US(ti*hl) " A  X,+b)I - (u + hl)l
f r ^ - v —
since, if A Is the matrix (n 4» hl), the oharaoteristio roots 
of A are + h, r«l,2,,..n.
Then
ü(u+hl) - S(u) « 2 7  S ) j|!/r(Tx^>h)I * (u4-hl)~|
'j
r«l
i*r
n
r«l ^ Jir i
i?r
n
m
r«l
[s(X^ 4- h) - s(;\^ J/p (Xji ~
Then :
lim S(u » hl) - S(u) ^ 
hr*0 h  "
llm S(X_ ♦ h)-[r(X„)] - u)
fST h-C ---=--- E------ ^ ^ ------
Let S '(>).) - dS(>) at = \ . Then,
 ̂ a 1
dsiul _ <r- lim s (X ) ^ i > I - u )
du r ^ ^ ^ ---  —
j T  ( ̂
r -  s'i\i ,S  i/'ji - » '
If wo let 2.J. “ ( >>jl - u), hy Sylvester's Theorem:
jir
-27-
< ( u )  « r
y  (u ) • S (u) « S^
6u r
S^(u) « )̂ r,
r nr* as
s ' ( u )  » l l m ^ s ' ( X ) 2̂ ,  
r
Thus,
s ' ( u )  « lim SyJilu)•
Theorem; Let f{A) be a function of the matrix A 
such that the characteristic roots of f(jl) are distinct, 
then,
= df{A)
5Â dA
Proof; dy definition;
. f  ( -4 ) ^ T J. 4*/ A \ . n ft \|2 . T r-P/ A ï 3  AgflA) « I ♦ f(A) + 1 &( A f- * l[f(AÎ'
r r ^
de  • df(,.Q + 2f(A)df(A) * 3 g( hfàf{ a )âà HÀ Tj dA ïïT liA
(If(A)fl + f(A) + ♦ l f ( A 8 ^  + ...1
ÂÂ F r  -JdA
Theorem; Let f(A) be a function of the m&trix A 
such that the characteristic roots of f(A} are distinct, 
then,
dflln f(A) “ df ( A ) cos f(A). 
dA dA
Proof;
slrr f(A) - f(A) - JXf(Aj) + - ...
+ n = 1.2...
Tin - 1)/
dsin f(A) ■ üf(i, ) * ;>£(a)P df(A)
— ÏÏI  5â 3 T —  cir~ ïïî 3 T ~
« df( A) fï - 1 f(A)2 + 1 f(A)4 - ...7 
dA *- ?! %' J
Theorem; Let f(A) be a function of the matrix A 
such that the characteristic roots of f(A) are distinct, 
then,
doos f(A) « df(A)t*8ln f(A)]
ÏÏA dT
Proof ; Usi!% the series expansion for cos :C{A) in 
place of that for sin f(A) in the proceeding proof, this 
theorem follows in a similar manner*
CHAPTER VI
MATRICES OF DIFFPRÜÜTlAl OPOtATOlS
In this chapter, the symbol jD will be used to denote
a differential operator such as d, * Thus,
du « Du and d u « 
dt dl&
Consider the pair of first-order linear differential
equations ;
♦ UllFl ♦ ♦ Ulgyg “ 91
♦ Wgiyi ♦ '^22||2 ■*• *2272 “ 92
where and u^j are constants and and qg are functions
of t* b'e Bay express these equations as:
rv^I' + *11, Vxgü + *12
^21® ♦ Ugĵ , VggB ♦ Ugg
where D is the differential operator, d •
be call the matrix on the left an operational iro trix 
If we denote the operational matrix by f(D), we may write 
the set of differential equations as 
f(D) y * q 
where y » (y^, yg) and q » tgi, qg).
Definition ; Let xq, X£, •«*, x^ be n independent 
variables* Then, the matrix:
-29-
/-L\* ••• # 2_\
a%2
Is called a matrix of partial differential operators.
ve often find it neoesaary to differentiate bilinear 
or quadratic forms partially with respect to their variables.
Theorem; Let A(y,x) « yax * x'a'yj where a Is an
nxn matrix, y = (y y . y i and x « {x ,  .....   ).3̂ » jg, * ", E?.nd ( ^, x^
î’hen, if;
LVl£.. ±.* ••• .JL\t
yi]
^ \i\ly,x) * (ax) and \a( v x )  « x'a .
C>yij 1 ^3/
Proof; e must keep in mlnd the fact that the q u a d ­
ratic and bilinear forms are scalar. Then, differentiate 
h(y,x) with respect to one of the variables y, say, y = y^. 
Then ;
^(y,x) « (1, 1» 0, ..., 0)ax
“ &11%1 ^ &12*w +
If y = y^, it follows 'hat:
j}^(y,x) » (0, 0, 1, 0„ ..., 0)ax
“ &kl%l ••• ^ ^kn^n*
It follows from the proceeding theorem that, if
A(x,x) is the quadratic form xax, in which we a sumo a to
be symmetric,
f  ^  \  A { x . x )  « B q x  and f  ^  \ a ( x , x )  « Px a
[jjJ L^i)
where
f ^ ,  4 . ...................2 _ v
\J^i/ \Jxi 3x2 axj^
-31-
Consider the formula, from the differential calculus 
of soalars, for the transformation from one set of n inde­
pendent variables to another. If:
and
p ■ • • • » 3 ^
^ 2
. 2 - )
these relations maj be expressed as;
/
where a is the matrix!
’À I  -1 2  n
2 n
imilarily,
ê
where b is the matrix obtained by lnterohan?ln^ x and y in a. 
Theorem:
lal lb|= 1 
Proof :
( A l l
SO
Thus
that afb «I and ab « I.
[al Ibl ® 111 * 1.
• 3 2 *
note that a is the Jaooblan, ......
 ̂ , Xg g , # , )
with whloh we are familiar from the oalculus of scalar vari­
ables* b is, then, the Jaoobian for the transformation of 
an expression in terms of y to one in terms of x* e note, 
also, that the Jaoobian for one transformation multiplied 
by the Jaoobian of the inverse transformation is 1*
CHAPTER VII 
IBTEGRATIGB
In this chapter, we shall only briefly consider in­
tegration of matrices with respect to a variable t since 
integration is, in general, the inverse operation of taking 
the derivative*
Definition ; let u be the matrix end t be a real 
variable such that;
U -
where the functions uij(t) are Integrable with respect to t. 
Then,
t
We denote this integrated matrix by
Theorem; Let u(t) = (uij(t)) be of order n. Then, 
i  U(t - tglK
where the inequality sign means that each elemmt of the 
matrix on the left is less than or equal to the corresponding 
element of the matrix on the right when U is the greatest 
modulus of all the elements oi u(t) and K is a souare matrix 
of order n having 1 for all its elements*
Proof :
|Uij(t)l 6- U.
- 3 3 "
'̂ hen by a property of Integrals, since t Ip, real,
J  £  J  (uij(t)lat 6- u(t - ty).
*0 ^0
It follows, then, that every element of the :tfj triz is 
less than or equal to Ult « t^).
CHAPTICR VIII
APP1ICATIÙB3 IB MATHEMATICAl 
STATISTICS
The problem of finding maximum liklihood estimates 
for parameters often arises in mathematical statistics.
These roaximim liklihood estimates are the values of the par­
ameters for which the function distributing the random vari­
ables is a maximum# There are often a large number of these 
parameters, and, since we mist solve the equations formed by 
setting the partial derivatives with respect to each of the 
parameters in order to maximize the function, it is often 
useful to write the function aa a matrix function and then 
to apply matrices of differential operators to the matrix 
function# It is also common to maximize a function by max­
imizing the logarithm of the function#
Example : Suppose we are given the function:
f(%l,%2) * ♦ 3a§X2
and we wish to find the partial derivatives with respect to 
the parameters, ag#
let a
where
/2xi
(a, , Sp ) and A *»(
2_A- fJL. 2.^ •i a ^  Vaaj aag/
- 3 5 -
-36-
Then;
and
f(x%, %2 ) » aAa'
(4aixi\ 
X2) ■ 2Aa • I I
l»aj/ Xüagxs/
alnoe aAa'may be considered a 1x1 matrix*
Example : Consider thr following problem from mathe­
matical statistics* It is a part of the regression problem.
Let XI, X2, *#*, Xnbe n normally distributed random 
random variables and let the expectation of be E(x^),
E(x^) - +<^sZ2i + ...
Let the common variance he Thus:
f(x , X  ,  * . * ,  X  ) «/I
■" 1=1^ J»1e
Let :
Log f(xi, Xg, •••, %n) “ ^
n1 _ 
ïï?»l»l
C - r-I O '- tr-"
I S (
X4 “ 2
where C Is some constant* How let;
^ * {Xi, Xg , • * •, ,
zi2 ••• ^In ̂
Z21 *22 ••• *2n
*kl *tc2
( A J  -  ( 4 -  4 ............
and
-47-
n Z
j
vie wish to find the values of which* for fixed x1 1
and will make K take on its maximum value. These values 
will be denoted 1 « 1,2»*.,,k. In order to find 5-̂  we
solve simultaneously tlie set of equations which result when 
the partial derivatives with regpedt to are set equal to 
zero* Thus:
K - {^ -  cf .z){( -.tz)'- (J - XZ)( ̂  - zU' )
- I / ’ - I z W  - Z d z f  * -(.zzW
À * ’since is a 1x1 matrix and thus:
^ z V  . » <t'lt .
Hence :
and
where
Thus : 
and
ra \K ■ /» \ (p- /e \ Ze<zf* ( 2 Uzz'»«'
W  W  (.'"J U-^j]
= - zzt ♦ zzz'et'
*• 2^ ♦ u‘Z ^
^  * ( f ^2* •••# )
z z. » zz'J.
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